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1899-1902   barbarism/' he represented the policy of devastation as a punitive
Age 47-50   measure aimed at men who were " down."   The plea of military
necessity he either regarded as specious, or, if well founded, as quite
inadequate, to excuse the hardships which it inevitably entailed.
Who wills the cause wills the effect.   In taking this line he not only
called down on his head a Niagara of obloquy from the ignorant, the
hasty, and the war-fevered, but profoundly incensed the Liberal
Imperialists.  These, like C.-B. himself, had throughout the war been
raked by two fires.   Their " national" attitude towards the war
had not spared them the slings and arrows of Chamberlain, whose
strategy at the Khaki Election had been to brand as traitors and
enemies of their country all members of the Opposition, without
distinction: while it had exposed them increasingly to the charge
of bellicose jingoism from their own left wing.    This process of
alienation between the pro-Boers and the Imperialists followed the
alignment and revived the acerbity of the feud between Harcourt
and Morley on the one hand and Rosebery and his supporters on the
other.   The scales which C.-B. had been at such pains to hold evenly
between the two extremes of his party had seemed to the Imperialists
for some time to be sagging ominously on the leftward or Little
England side.   Of this process they now discerned in " methods of
barbarism " the consummation.   Their own attitude towards the
policy which it stigmatised was this : while admitting the deplorable
conditions  in the   concentration  camps  and pressing for their
amelioration, they were, as  regards farm burning, not disposed
lightly to dismiss the argument from military necessity.   If it had
been sponsored only by Chamberlain, whom they distrusted, they
would have scrutinised it narrowly or viewed it with scepticism:
but it was strongly endorsed by at least one man whom they did
trust, namely, Sir Alfred Milner.   And although they did not accept
Milner's judgment as infallible—on several questions connected
with the war they dissented from him—yet respect his judgment
unquestionably they did, and were even more firmly persuaded
that he was incapable of the inhumanity seemingly imputed by
C.-B.'s language.	*
Seemingly—for a careful reader of that language would discern
vital qualifications in it which in form absolved of any consciously
cruel intention, not only the soldiers—whom Sir Henry always
feakmsly preserved from attack—but even the politicians whom he
did fcqfc. But the Imperialists felt that he should have known that
in war thsre are no careful readers, and that to careless or inflamed
ones he urast appear to have tarred with the same brush all the

